Abstract-Vehicle logo recognition is an important part of vehicle identification in intelligent transportation systems. Stateof-the-art vehicle logo recognition approaches typically consider training models on large datasets. However, there might only be a small training dataset to start with and more images can be obtained during the real-time applications. This paper proposes an online image recognition framework which provides solutions for both small and large datasets. Using this recognition framework, models are built efficiently using a weight updating scheme. Another novelty of this work is that the Cauchy prior logistic regression with conjugate gradient descent is proposed to deal with the multinomial classification tasks. The Cauchy prior results in a quicker convergence speed for the weight updating process which could decrease the computational cost for both online and offline methods. By testing with a publicly available dataset, the Cauchy prior logistic regression deceases the classification time by 59%. An accuracy of up to 98.80% is achieved when the proposed framework is applied.
I. INTRODUCTION
As vehicle logos are among the most distinguishable marks on vehicles, recognising vehicle logos can help with vehicle identification [1] . Recently Vehicle Logo Recognition (VLR) has become a popular research topic in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) for traffic monitoring and vehicle management. For example, VLR can detect fraudulent plates if the combination does not match the data stored on the police security database [2] . In addition, identifying the vehicle logos around can give guidance for autonomous driving systems [3] .
To the best knowledge of the authors, existing VLR frameworks train models on large fixed image training datasets. In practice, there may only be an initially small training dataset, with additional images becoming available during the implementation of the classification scheme. In order to take advantage of these additional images, new models can be built independently when the images become available.
However, retaining new models increases the computational cost, especially when the new models are updated frequently.
In order to deal with this problem, this paper proposes a novel online framework for model learning, in which models are rebuilt efficiently using a weight updating scheme when dealing with datasets of an increasing size.
In image recognition, features rather than the raw pixel values are often used to represent an image. Features can be separated as global features and local features, where global features are generated from the whole image while local features only consider partial information of an image. In general, local features are more robust to image noise, distortions and scale variations [4] when compared with global features. They have been applied on VLR recently. For example the Scale invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) has been applied with various classifiers [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] .
However, local features need a representation process such as bag of words. The representation process involves a clustering process for the dictionary generation. When there are more images for training, the number of interest points increases which causes different clustering results. Hence, in different training stages an image is represented as different vectors. In the classification stage, for example using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR), weights are associated with the input vector. If an image is represented by irrelevant vectors from a different training stage, the corresponding weights will also be irrelevant. Therefore, local features cannot be applied to the online weights updating scheme.
The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [9] feature is a global feature algorithm which has been applied to VLR [10, 11] . Unlike local features requiring the bag-of-words representation model before the classification stage, the HOG algorithm does not need this process and always gives the same vector length regardless of the training dataset size. Therefore, it can be used for online model updating in the classification stage.
Previous work [8] shows that the LR outperforms the SVM and K Nearest Neighbours classifiers in terms of accuracy.
In addition, LR can be easily extended for online model updating and it explores the confidence level of the decision that the data has been correctly classified [12] . However, when all of the training data can be perfectly classified, the LR suffers a common problem called separation. This is when the maximum likelihood gives infinite number of estimates which results in the regression becoming unstable [13, 14] . In order to have a generalised LR classifier without the separation problem, Gelman et al. suggest a Cauchy prior for LR and the posterior can be computed using Gibbs sampling [14] . However, this approach involves a high computational cost.
Carpenter proposes using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to solve this problem and the Cauchy gradient is derived without considering a bias term in logistic regression [15] . However, the key disadvantage of SGD is that it requires manual tuning of parameters such as learning rates and stopping criteria [16] .
Meanwhile, the Conjugate Gradient Descent (CGD), [17] , automatically choose a learning rate which could avoid this problem [16] . This work combines the CGD with LR for both online and offline classification. The novelties of this work are as follows: 1) This paper gives a derivation of the maximum a posterior expression for the Cauchy prior LR based on CGD and extends it to a multinomial classifier with bias term. 2) An online classification scheme considering increasing training images is developed using the proposed classifier.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a review of the HOG algorithm and the LR classifier are provided. Section III.A presents the proposed Cauchy prior on LR with CGD and how it is extend to multinomial classification. Section III.B presents the proposed online VLR framework for increasing dataset sizes. A performance evaluation is provided in Section IV and a summary is given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. HOG descriptor
The gradient, illumination value difference between adjacent pixels, can be used to describe an image. HOG calculates the horizontal gradient G x and the vertical gradient G y on every pixel in the image using a 1-D filter [-1, 0, 1]:
where f (i, j) is the intensity value at pixel location (i, j). Then the horizontal gradient and vertical gradient are used to calculate the orientation of gradients θ(i, j) and the magnitude of gradients H(i, j) for every pixel in the image:
The image is then divided into cells, where a certain number of cells form a block. A quantization process is applied, in which the orientations are quantized into bins in 0 o to 180 o . Hence, each cell can be represented as a histogram using the quantized orientations as the histogram bins and the magnitude of gradients as the weights. In each block, the histogram is normalized in order to be invariant to illumination, shadowing, etc. The HOG feature is the concatenation of the histogram vectors from all cells [9] .
B. Logistic Regression
LR uses the maximum likelihood model and explores the confidence level of the decision that the data has been correctly classified [18] . Given a training image (x, y), where x ∈ R M ×1 is an image represented by the HOG algorithm and y is a scalar label. Note, x is a vector rather than a matrix as the images are represented using the HOG algorithm, as described above in Section II.A. The relationship between x and y is given by:
where w ∈ R M ×1 is the weight vector and the scalar b is the bias associated with the linear regression.
In binary classification y is a scalar which can either be '1' (positive) or '0' (negative). Using the 'logistic' function f (x) = 1/(1 + e −x ), the probability that the training image belongs to class '1' can be expressed as:
Therefore, the probability of a negative outcome is 1−s, which is given by:
The likelihood of all of the training labels is therefore given by the product:
where y ∈ R N ×1 is a vector representing all the training labels and s i represents the probability that the i th image belongs to the positive class. Maximizing the likelihood in Eq. (8) is equivalent to minimizing the negative of its Logarithm, which is given by:
The gradients with respect to w and b can be used for minimizing Eq. (9). Note, that the logistic function has the following property:
This gives the gradient with respect to w as:
where f represents the partial derivative of f (w T x i + b) with respect to w. In the same way taking the gradient with respect to b gives:
The minimisation of (11) and (12) are usually solved by gradient descent method such as SGD [18] and Newton's method [19] . Notice that the LR is a maximum likelihood model which does not involve any prior information. However, when the maximum likelihood perfectly separates the training dataset, there are infinite possible solutions caused by the separation problem.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ONLINE VLR
A. Cauchy prior on LR and multinomial LR with CGD
A Cauchy prior on LR can avoid the separation problem. It assumes that the coefficients in LR are sparse, this could provide a quicker convergence in the gradient descent process. A zero mean Cauchy prior is assumed for the weights, this gives:
where γ is a scale parameter. According to the Bayes' rule:
where w and b are independent. The weights are assumed sparse which makes the majority of the weights zero (or close to zero) valued. However, b is the intercept of the decision line which does not have any prior knowledge associated with it. As a result, here assume b is controlled by a non-informative prior. Therefore, maximizing the posterior p(w, b|y) is equivalent to maximising:
Maximizing the likelihood in (15) is equivalent to minimizing the negative of its logarithm, which is given by:
In order to minimize (16) , taking the gradient with respect to w gives:
In the same way taking the gradient with respect to b gives:
For minimising equations (17) and (18) we apply the same methods as for equations (11) and (12) . This can be solved using gradient descent which update the weights iteratively:
where η is a fixed learning rate which controls the speed of convergence and k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , K} is the iteration index. One key disadvantage of gradient descent methods such as batch gradient descent and SGD is that a good learning rate is difficult to find [16] . In order to avoid this problem, this work proposes using the Cauchy prior LR with CGD, which automatically choose a learning rate in each iteration.
Denote all the variables as v = (b, w T ). Therefore E in Equation (16) can be written as a function of v, giving E = g (v) . For the first iteration, the gradient update for all the variables is:
where v 0 represent the initial bias and weights (initialised as zero values) when k = 0. A line search is applied to find the initial learning rate [17] :
For the following iterations where k > 0, gradients are along the conjugate directions. In order to avoid a zig-zagging path, the new gradient direction combines the gradient − ∂E ∂v k and the previous direction:
. According to the Polak-Ribiere rule [20] , the value of β k is given by:
The gradient update process is:
and a line research is applied to find the optimal learning rate:
For a new testing image x * , the probability that it belongs to the positive class is:
and the probability that it belongs to the negative class is therefore:
Here y * represents the predicted label for the testing image. Hence, the testing image can be allocated into the class which has the higher probability.
The Cauchy prior LR in binary classification can be easily extended to multinomial classification. The training images are from C categories y i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}. In multinomial classification, the probability of p(
. . .
. . . normalizes the distribution so that all of the probabilities sum up to one. Hence, for a testing image x * , the probability that its label y * equals c is :
The incoming testing image is then assigned to the class which has the highest probability.
B. Cauchy prior LR for increasing VLR training dataset size
In order to deal with training datasets that increase in size, the classifier needs to be retrained as more training images become available. However, rather than retraining different classifiers independently, the classifiers trained for the previous stages can be useful. Figure 1 shows the general process of retraining models when the size of training images are increasing. Using the HOG algorithm, each image is represented by a vector x and its label y. Algorithm 1 shows the offline method, which retrains a new model independently when additional training images arrive. More specifically, the 
Algorithm 1 Framework of offline Cauchy prior LR
Input:
The initial training images D
start
The sequential training images, Use the retrained model to classify the testing images 7: end for 8: return The model parameters and accuracies initial model was trained using a small amount of training images D start . When there are extra training images available, D batch , the model is retrained using all the available images D ava . This now includes both the additional images and the previously available images. This process is repeated each time additional training images become available. The batch size is a parameter which controls how often the model is updated, i.e. the number of additional images required before retraining occurs.
Using the offline methods, models are retrained independently as W and b are initialized to zero. However, W and b from the previous models might be good initial points which
Algorithm 2 Framework of online Cauchy prior LR
Input:
start
The sequential training images, Use the updated model to classify the testing dataset 7: end for 8: return The weight vector and accuracies could help the current model converges faster. Therefore, the current model can be updated based on previously trained model rather than a model retained independently. Algorithm 2 show the general process of online model updating.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section the open dataset provided by Huang et al [21] is used to evaluate the proposed classification framework. It has 10 categories and each category contains 1000 training images and 150 testing images, all with a size of 70×70 pixels. Figure 2 shows an example for each of the 10 vehicle categories by randomly choosing one image from each category in the training dataset. Figure 3 shows some challenging test images which can be easily misclassified. The performance evaluation of the online Cauchy LR with HOG feature is conducted in Matlab 2015 on a computer with the following specification: Intel CPU I5-4590 (3.4Ghz) and 24GB of RAM. The proposed Cauchy prior LR is compared with LR and the Cauchy prior is evaluated for training datasets that increase in size. The performance of each method is measured in terms of accuracy (percentage of correctly classified images), total number of misclassified images and the computation time (to indicate the relative computational complexities). Accuracies and computational times are given as average values taken from 30 simulation runs. In our implementation, the HOG feature is different from the original HOG method in [9] . Here a histogram vector is built for each block rather than each cell and 12 bins with uniform spacings are applied on the angular range from 0 o to 180 o . The block window scans the whole image taking the size of a cell as the sliding size and the block window is made up by 2 by 2 cells and each cell is make from 5 by 5 pixels. These techniques give an improvement of accuracy more than 3% when the model is trained on the whole training dataset (from 93.53% to 97.13% when LR with CGD is applied). Each HOG feature vector is normalized with zero mean and the standard derivation is set to 1. This process is able to increase accuracy about 2% (from 97.13% to 98.80% when LR with CGD is applied).
A. Comparison of logistic regression and logistic regression with Cauchy prior
Finding the learning rate is a difficult issue in SGD. Using the whole training dataset with the testing dataset as the validation data, the best accuracy SCD (95.35%) archived is about 3% lower when compared with CGD (98.80%). However, when applied in practice the testing dataset is not known in advance. As a result, it is not possible to find the learning optimal learning rate for use in classification. This means a further degradation in performance would be expected for methods based on SGD. In the following, the optimised HOG feature with normalization and CGD are applied in order to compare LR and Cauchy prior LR. Different training dataset size are tested and the accuracies are evaluated on the complete testing data. The results are given in Table I and Figure 4 . The accuracy of both classifier are close while the Cauchy prior LR has a significant reduction on computational cost. Take the training size equals 10000 as an example, the Cauchy prior is able to decrease the computational cost from 7 minutes (437 seconds) to approximately 3 minutes (179 seconds) when the whole dataset is applied, i.e, 59% reduction in computational cost. This can be explained by the prior information resulting in a quicker convergence. As a result, only LR with the Cauchy prior will be considered in the remaining comparisons of online and offline training that follow below. In this section, the Cauchy prior LR is implemented for online learning. Figure 5 shows the performances of the online method and the offline method using the Cauchy prior LR. A random set of training images for each class are picked and used for the initial classifier training (the same initial set for each method). When the training size is increasing, training models are updated when the available number of training images meets the requirement described in Algorithm 1. Here the batch size D batch =100 is used. The accuracy is evaluated on the whole testing dataset. Offline method means the weights are retrained on the available images with all weights initialized to 0, while online method involves a weight initialization from the previous models.
B. Comparison of online and offline Cauchy prior LR
It is shown in Figure 5 that the HOG features can achieve a good accuracy when there is a small dataset (90% accuracy is achieved when the training size around 500). After the training size above 2000, both accuracies become high and stable. The time in the figure shows the computation cost for the whole process, which includes the testing scenario and model updating process when the training dataset size is increased by 100. The online scheme reduced the computational cost by 33% which indicates that the weights initialization can help with the convergence in CGD.
In Figure 5 the dataset size is increased up to 10000, this involve high computation cost if the model updates frequently. However, Figure 5 indicates the accuracy becomes stable when the training size is above 2000. Therefore a more detailed comparison can be made by a smaller dataset while updating the model more frequently as a smaller batch size gives more comparison results. Figure 6 shows the more detailed results by setting D batch =20 and the training size varies from 100 to 3000. It indicates that the online method provides a slightly higher accuracy and a quicker convergence speed.
V. SUMMARY
VLR is important for vehicle identification in ITS and has many potential applications in traffic monitoring and vehicle management systems. The existing VLR systems in literature build models using large training dataset which might not be available in real applications. This paper proposes a novel classification method, which incorporates a Cauchy prior for LR combined with CGD, for multinomial image recognition tasks. This paper also proposes an novel online VLR framework using the proposed classifier, which provides solutions for both small and large datasets. The proposed classifier results in a quicker convergence speed as compared to LR while giving a similar accuracy. By testing with the publicly available dataset, the proposed classifier decreases the computational cost by 59% when compared with LR and an accuracy of up to 98.80% is achieved. The proposed online VLR framework is tested for training datasets of an increasing size, this further decreases the computational cost and slightly increases the recognition accuracy when compared with the offline method.
In the future, the proposed method will be compared with the deep learning methods such as the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). CNN features are more representative than HOG features if very large training dataset is available. However, these methods have a high computational cost associated with them. Hence, a combined solution could be built to cope with different training dataset sizes.
